1. Mutant Bikers (2-5), armed with bowie-knives and chains
20% chance one has a pistol

2. Cannibals (2-7), armed with clubs, knives and throwing nets
3. Rabid Coyote
4. Carnivorous Cactus
5. Radioactive Alley Cat
6. Unfortunate Road Runner, explodes on impact

The four pumps are without power. It’s likely
these pumps have been sucked dry but that
shouldn’t stop adventurers from trying all they
can to milk out a few last drops.
This tiny store front has been searched time and again
but if someone is really stubborn they may just find a
pack of chocolate bubble gum (infested with spider eggs)
Smashed cash registers and dozens of empty cigarette cartons
litter the floor along with hundreds of used Instant-Loto scratch
tickets. There is a usable pair of cheap sun glasses still
hanging on a wall display.
Inside this otherwise empty cooler is a Combat Android scavenging the last
of the refrigeration unit’s vital coolant.
This office is locked shut from the inside. There is a dried up old corpse
holding an ancient shotgun sitting in a chair next to a small coffee can fire place.
Many empty cans of spam are piled in and about the wastebasket.
Everything of value has been stripped from this room long ago.
Someone barricaded the convenience store door and the outside door with the diner’s
fixtures and furniture. The records in the ancient juke-box (propped up along with
fixtures barricading the front door) are still mostly usable.
Other then the dried chewing tobacco and chili on the walls there doesn’t seem to be
much of interest here. Among the graffiti in the toilet stall one can find the message
“ENTRY CODE 4312”.
If one breaks down the locked door the Zombie within will most certainly attack.
3 ft

This room is an awful mess but there might still be some usable knives or other
such implements lost in the chaos. 100 Piranha-Roaches dwell under the sink.
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